
The Scorpion Reservoir
The Scorpion Reservoir will make an awesome place in Tucson that you can 
visit to have fun on the water with family and friends. The reservoir will be a 
water storage from the monsoon rains for Tucson for when the city needs 

extra water. It will also bring money in to Tucson from it’s events and will be 
able to charge people to do water activities. 

This project fits into Earth and Environmental Engineering



The Scorpion Reservoir 
During the monsoon rains my parents took me to watch the water running at the Rillito River, I asked 
”where does all of that water go?”  When they told me that the water runs North towards Pinal County 
and then into the ground, I asked why  we can’t save some of that water to use when the desert dries 
out? I also wondered if there was anything that did catch water in Tucson or Arizona. The purpose of 
this project is to design a dam to catch the monsoon rain to get tucson more water when there is a 
drought. This project will impact all of the people in Tucson by helping with our water shortage, and by 
building an area for families to have fun on and by the water.



Whats the problem?

The problem that I am trying to solve is how to save water for Tucson from the 
monsoon rains to use when it is dry.

My solution to solve this problem is to make a dam that the river water from the 
Rillito and Santa Cruz Rivers will come together to make a reservoir to help 
Tucson during the dry seasons. This reservoir will also provide water for fun 
activities for the people in the community.



I researched different dams and reservoirs across Arizona like the Glen Canyon Dam at Lake 
Powell and Tempe Town Lake in Phoenix. The Glen Canyon Dam is a much much larger 
dam than the one that I want to build. The one at Tempe Town lake is still big but closer to 
what I want to design and it cost $350 million to design, build and operate.

Tempe Town Lake, Tempe, AZ

Glen Canyon Dam, Lake Powell
Page, AZ



.

I looked at maps and images of where the washes and rivers in Tucson flow from and 
where they flow to. I studied the maps to decide where would be a good spot to put the 
dam for the Scorpion Reservoir.  My choice for the location would be on the Santa Cruz 
River downstream of the Rillito and Canada Del Oro rivers.

TUCSONPossible location for 
Scorpion Reservoir



Studies find there are no practical sites along the Santa Cruise River for large 
concrete dams, like those on the Colorado River and Salt River in Arizona.

Several government agencies have looked into the possibility of using inflatable 
dams to temporarily catch water. So far, none have been built in the Tucson area.



Research
A second benefit I researched is how much money a reservoir could bring to the 
cities from special events and fun things to do. Tempe Town Lake made more than 
$825 million for the city. These lakes are good for storing water but also give people 
fun activities like jetski’s, boats, kayaks, fishing and so much MORE!!!



 Materials
needed. 

        

1. Metal
2. Rubber
3. Dirt
4. Water
5. Concrete
6. Shovel

Building a small scale proto type of the Scorpion Reservoir

● I will build a small scale model of a river and a 
reservoir. 

● Then I will add water with a hose to the river 
upstream of the reservoir until it is full

● I will change the amount of water that I put in it 
and test it again.

● I will build the dam out of different materials to 
see which ones works the best and I will 
change the size of the dam if it needs to be 
changed.

● Then I will do more tests and make 
improvements as needed.



Foil and Cardboard Dam
First I tried to build a dam wall with aluminum foil and cardboard to 
block the river water but then the water knocked it over. 

The foil dam held for 5 seconds and then collapsed

My next prototype should use a different material and be larger.



Rock Dam
Next I tried making the dam out of rocks. The rocks held more water back but because the 
rocks had cracks between them the water still leaked through the wall and did not hold 
strong. 

The mud dam held up for 30 seconds then started getting holes in it and falling 
apart. My next prototype needs to be even larger and no gaps for the water to get 
through



Mud Dam
My last prototype was to try building the wall out of mud. The mud 
was strong and held the most water in for the longest amount of 
time. 

The mud dam held up the most amount of time it                                                                          
held up until all of thee water in the dam evaporated.

The mud and dirt dam was the best working dam I built 
because it was large enough and did not have any gaps



Scorpion Reservoir in the making

If the Scorpion Reservoir became a reality, the results would be that Tucson would have more water during the dry seasons and 
Tucson would have some fun places to go to do water activities, like fishing, kayaking, swimming, relaxing, and so much more.

      Fishing

      Chilling                                                                                                           

Floating 

Kayaking



Conclusion/Discussion
After researching some of the other reservoirs that have been built in other 

towns and cities I still think that my idea of the Scorpion Reservoir would be good 
for Tucson to help with the drought problem and also it would give the community 
places to have events and play fun water sports. On top of thee fun activities the 
reservoir would help to bring money to use for the city.

From my research and testing on the small scale reservoir, I concluded that 
some of the major factors involved with developing the Scorpion Reservoir would 
be location of the dam and the reservoir, it needs to be strong and sturdy, and it 
needs to be the right size. In order to get all of these things right the city would 
have to hire all of the best designers and engineers. I think that this would be a big 
change for Tucson and could really help our city to grow.



Scientific Journal
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Other Sources I tried to reach out to with no response-
  Suzanne Shields, Director

 Pima County Regional Flood Control District (7 calls no answer)
Tamara Jorde, FCDAC Coordinator

Pima County Regional Flood Control District (7 calls no answer)

https://www.tucsonaz.gov/

